GFACN36 CWAO
REGION
NUNAVUT
CLOUDS AND WEATHER
NUAGES ET TEMPS

ISSUED AT 08/09/2022 0525Z
VALID AT 08/09/2022 0600Z

LEGEND/LÉGENDE
TS
PL
FZRA
FZDZ

HST ASL UUNLS NOTED
CB TCU AND ACC IMPLY SIG TURB AND ICE
CB IMPLIES L LVL WS

COMMENTS/COMMENTAIRES
A: 30 SCT 60 P6SM. LCA ISM BR CIGS 4 AGL
B: 30 OVC LYSR 160 INTMT 5-P6SM -RA BR PTCY CIGS 5-12 AGL. OCNL ACC 220 25M SHRA BR
C: 20 BKN LYSR 100 P0SM. IN NNR SECN PTCY 55M -RA BR CIGS 12 AGL LCA ISM -DS BR CIGS 4 AGL. QVR WTR/VC CST LCA 1/2SM FG CIGS 2 AGL.